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LBNF/DUNE overview



DUNE Near Detector
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Near Detector located at 574 meters from the target 



DUNE Near Detector
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The ND has a fundamental role for LBL physics, 
constraining the systematic uncertainties via 
measurements of the neutrino flux to a few % and 
relevant interaction cross sections

It will record the largest sample of neutrino argon 
interactions ever collected allowing for precision 
measurements (EWK, QCD)

Sensitive to new physics (eg Heavy Neutral 
Leptons/Sterile neutrinos, light dark matter…)
→ High intensity beam dump experiment. 

2015: CDR reference design: Fine Grained Tracker 
(FGT) in a dipole magnet, with EM Calo, muon
system… Tracker bases on straw tubes (NOMAD) 
2017: Near Detector design group installed: study 
new ideas & attracting new collaborators

CDR reference design
arXiv:1601.02984



A Hybrid Near Detector 
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-A LArTPC upstream has the same nuclear target and similar detector response 
as the FD. 

-A downstream low-density tracker with an excellent tracking resolution, low   
tracking thresholds, good calorimetry and muon coverage in a magnetic field
to provide detailed neutrino interaction information for systematic constraints 
and serve as a spectrometer for the high energy muons

-Movable detectors in the ND hall? -> DUNE-PRISM idea... 
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Detector Options being studied



LArTPC: ArgonCubes
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The LarTPC at the near side should be optically segmented, with a 
short drift space and 2-dimensional pixelated readout
- Modular structure (0.5m drift distance) to mitigate pile-up!
- ~30 tons of fiducial volume, complemented with muon chambers



LArTPC
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35tons LarTPC & 1.2 MW
-> ~50M  charged current

events /year 
and

-> ~15k -e events in 5 years
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2D Pixelated readout
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Straw Tube Tracker

Can  included  different nuclear targets



Straw Tube Tracker
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Active mass  ~5 ton
Momentum resolution better than 5%  
Angular resolution ~ 2mrad
~5k -e events in 5 years



High Pressure gas TPC
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Active mass ~ 1.8 ton
Argon gas as a default/10 bar
Hydrogen/deutrium possible? 
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High Pressure gas TPC



3D-Scintillator Cube Tracker
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-A tracker made of small plastic scintillator cubes, 4 coverage
-Similar design as T2K SuperFGD ND upgrade
-Scintillating cubes also used in SoLid (reactor) experiment 

Potential Neutron detection
Good fraction if photons convert
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3D-Scintillator Cube Tracker
Active mass: ~ 5.7 ton
Fast timing: ~ 1 ns
Momentum resolution: 3-4%
Angular resolution for muons: 12 mrad

1.46x1021 80 GeV POT/year
→ ~ 8 M  cc events/year
→ ~ 1000    -e events/year
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3D-Scintillator Cube Tracker
Event displays 
from the test 
beam at CERN
July 2018

A set-up with 
10,000 cubes
1,700 read. ch. 

Set-up and 
event display 
for an electron
+ gamma
(3-views) 
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Tendency to go for a new
dipole, avoiding limitations
of existing magnet

Field  ~ 0.4T Field  ~ 0.6T
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Number of  charged current events in the active 
volume for 1.46x1021 80 GeV protons on target   
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The experimental floor area must be at least 35m wide x 17m deep.
→ 42.5 m x 17 m would be even better!    
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SUMMARY
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• Conceptual design of the DUNE near 

detector will be finalized soon (~end 2018)

• Choice is for a hybrid solution: A LarTPC

plus a Multi-Purpose Tracker.

• Tracker technology being selected. EM-

calo/muon system will follow after that.

• Technical details to be completed.

• Option for a DUNE-PRISM kept open

• Near detector also for BSM searches


